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Shimizu Iyona

Shimizu Iyona is an NPC controlled by GM Firebrand who appears in Tripathi's Tyrants. She is officially the
Star Army of Yamatai's observer in the Tyrants, but is actually on a mission from SAINT to keep watch
over the experiment and record what happens. Despite this and her icy demeanor, she's actually far
nicer than she lets on.

Shimizu Iyona

Species & Gender Minkan Female
Organization: Star Army Intelligence
Occupation: Military Observer

Rank: Nothing found
Current Placement: Tripathi's Tyrants

Character Description

Shimizu Iyona is, on the surface, a cold and unfriendly ice queen who's only concerns are her mission and
service to the Empire. She appears and acts unfriendly and standoffish, with only the most businesslike
and icy of interactions, though she's also sincere about various things when asked about it and not on
duty. Below the surface, however, and the woman is far warmer, she's just lonely. She hates being alone
for almost any period of time, and hates how she can never open up to people or make friends with
them. Similarly, she finds it hard to say no to people who get even close to break through her shell, and
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when she thaws, she's a warm puddle of affection and attention.

She keeps her secrets, too: She loves her action movies and crime dramas, likes various types of foreign
music and food, and may or may not have a habit of eating the eye candy of the big, burly Nepleslian
marines she finds herself surrounded by.

Physically, Iyona is short at 5'0“, and thin. Thin, but not reedy- she has a toned figure with some
womanly curve to her, though not entirely noticeable when in uniform or in the dark, form concealing
clothes she prefers to wear, with wide hips and a slim chest, but with well toned and muscled arms and
even more toned and noticeable long legs; her chest is nothing special to write home about, only a B-
cup, but on her figure it feels more than appropriate. Her face is narrow and normally has a frown or a
flat, serious expression across it; with a pointed nose and narrow lips. Her eyes are pale pink, topped by
fine eyebrows, and chin length silver hair that refuses to stay neat.

History & Relationships

Shimizu Iyona is single and friendless. Beyond her outward icy nature, she secretly fears that anyone who
gets close to her would end up used by SAINT or the IPG.

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Firebrand on 2019/08/16 21:42.
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